Go to the Original Source

With 4G and other high-data-intensive wireless networks expanding, now is the time to invest in tower analysis services from Valmont Structures.

With the original engineering drawings in hand, no one is better qualified than Valmont’s technical professionals to help tower owners determine if their existing PiRod®, MicroFlect™ or Valmont tower can safely carry additional hardware loads. Towers are analyzed per current TIA/EIA standards and any known applicable codes.

Engineering Expertise

Tower owners can count on the feedback received from Valmont as a Professional Engineer (P.E.) certification is included with all tower analysis services.

With decades of industry knowledge in house, Valmont’s technical staff can perform a thorough analysis on any self-supporting tower, guyed tower or monopole manufactured by Valmont, MicroFlect™ or PiRod®.

Upon performing a Pass/Fail tower analysis review, these experienced engineers will confirm, based on the data provided, if one may safely proceed with a planned equipment expansion, retrofit or upgrade.

Tower Reinforcement

If the existing structure cannot handle the planned load, the Valmont team, for an additional fee, can analyze and recommend tower reinforcement options which may enable the project to proceed.

Premium Service Options

Often, a response with certified documentation is provided in 5 to 7 business days. With a timely answer in hand, tower owners can promptly move forward with necessary tower modifications for network expansions.

Need an immediate response? Upon request, premium expedited tower analysis services can be delivered in 24 to 48 hours. If you need fast, accurate feedback, ask about Valmont’s expedited tower analysis services.

START NOW

Requesting Valmont’s tower analysis service is simple. Request our tower analysis pricing and policies document and get started today.

Email: tas@valmont-towers.com
Web: www.valmont-towers.com
Phone: 574.936.4221
877.467.4763